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The battlefield is a world apart. A place that evokes emotions that civil-
ians do not know and veterans try to grasp in their memoirs. There is 
suffering, agony, fear, exhaustion, but also the pleasure of being with 
one’s comrades, being absorbed in group action, the power of life and 
death, the excitement of a game: to hit, to win, to be pushed to physical 
and emotional limits.1 One of most enduring adages in military memoirs 
since the late sixteenth century is that it is impossible to imagine what the 
battlefield is like for those who have never been there. Not only traumatic 
 experiences are difficult to share, many battlefield emotions are loaded 
with taboos and sometimes shame and guilt. 
Compared to their predecessors, modern media pay much attention 
to individual and intimate feelings like fear and dejection suffered by the 
military subject. The psycho-medicalisation of Western society has turned 
soldiers from heroes into victims of their uncontrollable emotions. As 
Mary Favret noted in her lecture at one of our workshops: nowadays more 
US Soldiers die from suicide than on the battlefields across the world.2 
Emotions can be lethal. It is difficult to live with the memory of violence, 
with fear or with guilt. It seems to be even more difficult to reconnect 
emotionally to a world that does not share these memories and does not 
understand or appreciate what has been lived through.
Is this a modern phenomenon? We think that battlefield emotions have 
been a source of inner and social conflict for many centuries. Also, in 
the eighteenth century soldiers would not write about the numbers they 
killed. To cite an eighteenth century soldier: ‘I slewed about all over the 
place like a mad thing, and immune to the slightest fear, in one burst I shot 
off well nigh all 60 of my rounds till my musket was pretty well red-hot 
and I had to drag it behind me by its strap; I don’t believe I hit a living 
soul though—it all went into the air.’3 
The emotions of soldiers have always been conditioned by stringent 
emotional regimes. Military  discipline does not allow for emotions that 
may undermine the troops’ morale. Military action requires a mental state 
or combat motivation, comradeship and pride that overcomes fear and 
enables killing. While Western society today encourages soul-seeking and 
the exploration of individual  vulnerabilities and intimate feelings in public, 
soldiers must repress such feelings and hang on to others, such as love for 
abstract entities and  values, professional pride and comradeship. While 
civilian society developed a  culture of sensibility and sentimentalism in 
the course of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, soldiers had 
to uphold an image of heroic masculinity, courage and chivalry as well as 
aggression and invincibility.4
The early modern changes in the relationship between civil and mili-
tary emotional cultures, and the consequent frictions, resulted from a 
number of simultaneous developments. Military theory and practice as 
well as the social position of the soldier changed over time. Military 
reforms like the introduction of projectile arms in the late Middle Ages, 
and firearms in the fifteenth century, the organisation of the troops in 
smaller and more manoeuvrable pike and shot formations in the six-
teenth century, new drill techniques in the seventeenth century, as well 
as mass conscription in the eighteenth century, have transformed mili-
tary experiences over the centuries. Also, the scale of battles changed 
over time. The army of the French King in the mid-fifteenth century 
(by the end of the Hundred Years War) counted 20,000 armed men, 
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in 1695, the Nine Years’ War, French troops mounted up to 340,000.5 
Siege warfare  introduced the hardships of underfed and poorly clothed 
soldiers  wintering in muddy camps as well as the new dangers involved 
with the undermining with explosives of walls and bulwarks.6 Mass 
manoeuvres and the use of firearms reduced the key importance of 
individual performance in man-to-man fights while, on the other hand, 
these reforms demanded more professional training of soldiers, paying 
more attention to discipline, technical skills and mental constitution.7
Finally, social status and life conditions of the military changed dra-
matically over time. Until the mid-seventeenth century the troops of 
early modern armies were a scourge to the population. The lack of regu-
lar wage, poor logistics and foraging, combined with military legislation 
that allowed them booty in the occasion of sacks and victories, inspired 
a particularly negative framing of the soldier in the public media of the 
time.8 The relative freedom and mobility of the sixteenth-century sol-
dier, such as the German Landsknecht, who was free to join whatever 
commander who offered him the most attractive contract, came to an 
end when soldiers were incorporated in armies that transformed them in 
mere wage- earners and aimed to discipline their behaviour not only on 
the battlefield but beyond.9 The semi-permanent settlement of garrisons 
in early modern urban societies again led to a reconfiguring of expected 
behaviour and discipline.10
Professionalisation and growing discipline, however, did not dispel the 
utterly chaotic and complex character of early modern battles. Rather, 
advancing military techniques turned battlefields in hell on earth. Huge 
battles during the succession wars, like the Battle of Blenheim (1704) 
and the Battle of Fontenoy (1745), were characterised by increasing 
numbers of dead, wounded and deserted soldiers.11 This is also the time 
in which soldiers started to describe their own feelings during combat. 
Instead of describing the disgraceful fear of their enemies—as sixteenth-
century authors would do—they started writing about their own fear, as 
well as about the difficulty to articulate the sensory and emotional percep-
tion of the battlefield.12 In the course of what we now call the ‘Military 
Enlightenment’ of the late eighteenth century,13 military strategists and 
reformers became aware that the management of the soldier’s emotions 
could be decisive in battle. The military reformer Henry Lloyd was one 
of the first to acknowledge that the strength of an army depended on the 
combat motivation of each individual soldier, a readiness to fight which 
not only was bound to external circumstances (like payment) but also to 
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internal stimuli.14 German pioneers like Georg Heinrich von Berenhorst 
and Carl von Clausewitz had an interest in philosophical issues and dis-
covered the new scholarly field of ‘Seelenkunde’ (psychology) that became 
part of their military theory in the last decades of the eighteenth century.15 
With Vom Kriege (1832), Clausewitz enabled a general reading audience 
to reflect on military experience and behaviour while discussing emotion 
management as a particular point of interest for military strategists. In 
the course of the nineteenth and twentieth century the mental health of 
the soldier became a concern of military scientists. Military psychiatry 
emerged as a new field, with special interest in a psychological approach 
to military trauma.16
The immense body of literature on military psychology as well as the 
popularity of veteran memoirs today contrasts sharply with our knowledge 
of battlefield experience and emotions before Napoleon. Military history 
has long been focussed on the technical and logistics, on the harder facts 
and figures of war, but the field of battlefield experience and emotions is 
in full development. This volume testifies to the recent explorations of his-
torians in the social, cultural and psychological history of the military and 
the battlefield.17 The blossoming history of emotions, so far, has largely 
concerned itself with war and violence from the perspective of the victim.18 
In this book we have tried to bring these scholarly fields together, aiming 
for an interdisciplinary exploration of battlefield emotions from the per-
spective of the military, individual soldiers and audiences.
The volume consists of three parts. In the first, the object of study is 
the military as an emotional community. Authors explore the emotional 
practices in the army, such as practices of drill, command and obedience, 
social control and the emotional management of pain and fear. The second 
part approaches emotional practices and experiences of the individual early 
modern soldier through the study of autobiographical writing. The third 
part discusses the mediated battlefield in art, literature, theatre, journals 
and material culture—the war imagined by others, the experience of war 
at a distance. The division is somewhat artificial because in historical reality 
collective practices, individual experiences and public imagination interacted 
and overlapped. As soon as the flourishing printing press and the emergence 
of genres like the military memoir or published  correspondence of officers 
enabled the public to reflect on battlefield experiences, these reflections 
would take effect on how soldiers would interpret future experiences and 
the emotions related to them. Thus, the mediated battlefield provided for a 
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stock of examples, heroic anecdotes and emotive utterances about the bat-
tlefield that would help soldiers to frame their own emotional experiences.
Practices
What do we know about the emotional practices of pre-modern soldiers 
on the battlefield, in their barracks and camps among comrades, and back 
home with their families? And what do we know about the emotional 
requirements of early modern soldiers during a battle?
A key issue in the military throughout history is combat motivation. 
In order to be able to fight, soldiers must overcome fear and be emotion-
ally rewarded for the risks they run. Military drill, and the army’s system 
of punishment, compensation and remuneration represents an emotional 
economy in which fear, pride, honour, faith, loyalty and comradeship play 
a role in varying degrees over time. In this context, the control and expres-
sion of emotions was highly embodied. Physical exercises contributed to 
the desired mood or emotional state of the troops.
The concept of ‘emotional habitus’, introduced by ethno-historian 
Monique Scheer, seems very apt to describe the emotional socialisation 
of soldiers in the military. The idea of an emotional habitus connects 
Bourdieu’s concept of social habitus to a school of cognitive psychology 
that, in essence like Bourdieu, conceives of human thought and ideas as 
achieved not only conceptually but also in the body’s sensorimotor system 
and in the environment, ‘encompassing people and manipulated objects 
to which we ‘offload’ information processing, knowledge, memory, and 
perception’.19 In this view the socially and environmentally contextualised 
body thinks and feels along with the brain. Emotional experience, concep-
tualisation, expression and behaviour are shaped and practised from child-
hood and become automatic and unconscious to a large extent. Scheer 
also suggests that emotions can be learned by a more conscious practising. 
We know of several groups and cultures in the past in which such practices 
are identified and described, such as the medieval religious women who 
practised compassion for the suffering Christ through a regime of spiri-
tual exercise and bodily fasting.20 Or the nineteenth-century Methodist 
Churches that practiced feelings of sinfulness, remorse and despair col-
lectively in their services.21
Scheer’s understanding of ‘emotional practices’ that mobilise emotions 
entails the ‘manipulation of body and mind’. Emotional practices evoke 
‘feelings where there are none […], or change or remove emotions already 
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there’.22 In other words: feeling certain emotions and repressing others 
can be learned by doing. The military is par excellence a community where 
emotions are practised in that sense.
Now, what kind of emotional practices should we think of in relation to 
the military? Recent studies about the early modern sensory experiences 
of the battlefield mention how singing, yelling and drumming were meant 
to arouse bravery and feelings of invincibility during combat, whereas 
moments of contemplation and communal praying were important in the 
wake of a battle.23 As we will see in Chapter 4 by Bettina Noak, early 
modern surgeons defined some of the emotional practices that could help 
soldiers and their caretakers to cope with strong emotions of melancholy 
and to heal their mental suffering after battle.
Chapter 2 by van der Haven highlights two emotional practices in 
seventeenth- century military theory and literature: drill and allocution. 
Drill books written for the army of the Dutch Republic depict the ideal of 
total motoric control over troops, an ideal that was realised through physi-
cal and emotional exercises. Marching in pace and synchronised movements 
for instance may have supported social bonding and emotional control.24 
Also drill itself could be seen as an emotional practice, since it relayed on 
the principle of tranquilitas and a felt ‘devotion’ to war and to courage in 
particular. Some of these practices and their emotional effects are explic-
itly mentioned in military and religious handbooks of the time. Van der 
Haven studied these handbooks in combination with Dutch seventeenth-
century war poems and plays, which reflected upon heroic military virtues 
like emotional encouragement, guidance, obedience and tranquillity.
Perhaps most central to military organisation was (and is) finding a  solution 
to the problem of fear. Andreas Bähr’s Chapter 3 analyses the many-faced 
character of fear in military discourse and adds the religious dimension of 
emotional experiences. The object of fear could either be God, the enemy, or 
the battlefield itself. Communal prayer before battle can be interpreted as an 
emotional practice that aimed to evoke feelings of confidence and  courage. 
It helped to suppress the soldiers’ fear and united them in a feeling of confi-
dence towards God who would protect them in battle. Also, magical beliefs 
were still present in early modern thinking about how to combat fear and 
evoke courage and bravery instead. Bähr discusses the early modern debate 
about the sword of the Swedish king Gustav Adolf that allegedly had magical 
inscriptions to save him from bad luck, that is, according to his adversaries, 
who thus accused him of superstition. Noak refers to the practice of ‘weapon 
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salve’ that was based on pneumatic theory that admitted the sympathetic 
relationship between the natural spirits and the spirits of the body.
Collective rituals and practices, such as prayer before battle, encouraged 
soldiers in different ways. The strong social bonds and interdependency of 
soldiers within their units was also mobilising and regulating emotions in 
another way. In Chapter 5, Berkovich argues that fear of social  exclusion 
is key to understand the functioning of soldiers in battalions and their 
behaviour in combat. More than in any other part of early modern society, 
the military fostered strong expectations about the warrior’s heroic behav-
iour on the battlefield, as the apogee of masculinity. On the battlefield, 
fearlessness, bravery, comradeship and control were of vital importance 
and even a prerequisite for survival and resilience of the group. In the bar-
racks among fellow soldiers, other social skills and emotion management 
were tested. Here, emotions like honour and comradeship served bond-
ing and defining one’s place in the social hierarchy. Berkovich argues that 
fear of dishonour trumped the fear of battle itself in ancien régime armies. 
Although discipline and punishments could be harsh, worse was the ostra-
cism by comrades when soldiers failed to function within the tight social 
system of reciprocity and shared responsibility for the group’s survival.
Armies could be considered as self-regulating emotional communities; 
however, their emotional standards and practices did not evolve in isolation 
from the rest of the world. Military virtues and emotional culture inter-
acted with civil society in many ways. Military emotional rules and behav-
iour negotiated the expectations and emotional responses of non- military 
communities. The on-going institutionalisation and disciplining of the 
military in the course of the eighteenth century improved the reputation 
of the military while a growing popularity and adaptation of military norms 
in civilian culture can also be observed.25 This influencing was a two-way 
process. The rise of sentimentalism in the eighteenth century affected the 
military as well.26 At home with their families, soldiers of all ranks had to 
meet chivalric ideals in their role as brave and unwavering breadwinners 
and defenders of the weak and harmless. Yet in the course of the eighteenth 
century such expectations developed an affective  dimension. Fathers’ and 
husbands’ tenderness and sensitivity gained importance and the love of the 
fatherland was increasingly loaded with emotional devoutness. This culture 
of sentimentalism can even be observed in the military itself, where officers 
figured as a loving fathers to the soldiers in their regiment.27
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exPerience
How close can we get to the battlefield experience itself? And to what 
extent is that experience related to the self of the individual involved? For 
a long time, historians worked with a model of emotions in which human 
subjectivity was housed in a ‘true’ self, a self whose ‘true feelings’ were 
increasingly submitted to social norms and conventions over the course 
of history. In the wake of Elias, who saw medieval and early modern his-
tory of emotions in the context of the civilizing process’, historians thus 
reproduced the ancient concept of a gap between experience and expres-
sion between an inner and an outer world. In his pioneering work on mili-
tary experience, Christopher Duffy cites the nineteenth-century German 
 general von Verdy du Vernois, who wrote the following about his incapa-
bility to remember and write about his own battle experiences: ‘We come 
to believe that we have thought, or even experienced such and such a 
thing, when it actually became lodged in our minds by some other means, 
and perhaps in a totally misleading way.’28
Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century soldier memoirs mainly report on 
the military and logistic aspects of war and focus on heroic events in a very 
terse, factual way. From the fifteenth century onwards ambitious soldiers 
kept accounts of their services, in order to reproduce them in their appli-
cations for rewards, pardons, or better positions. Many military memoirs 
were written retrospectively but based on such notebooks. Others, how-
ever, merely focus on the heroic deeds of the lords the authors served. 
Contrary to what the term ‘memoir’ seems to suggest, many early military 
memoirs should therefore rather be characterised as a chronicle of military 
events rather than as an autobiography.29 Apart from deriving from chi-
valric literature the military also seems to have fostered a very strong oral 
tradition. Soldiers, often far from home, formed social communities that 
transmitted their own oral culture quite apart from the rest of society.30
Yuval Harari in his path-breaking but also controversial work on mil-
itary memoirs, observes that most of these authors make no clear dis-
tinction between history and life story. Renaissance authors of military 
memoirs focus on the description of tangible actions, and ‘ignore their 
inner reality’, according to Harari.31 They generally do not comment upon 
their emotional involvement with combat or suffering nor do they evaluate 
their experiences as life changing, this in sharp contrast with modern sol-
diers who often describe their war experiences as a watershed in their lives. 
Harari seeks an explanation for this difference in the fact that Renaissance 
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authors ‘have no autonomous inner reality that they considered to be 
unique and independent of the historical reality’.32 More generally the 
sixteenth-century self is defined by one’s deeds and social standing; by 
being part of social bodies, like families, corporations, regiments, religious 
communities, and by being part of history: witnessing historical events, 
or, in the case of the military, military campaigns, sieges or battles, in the 
proximity of grand war lords and princes. Predominant emotions that go 
with that image are pride, honour and admiration.
It is true that many early modern military memoirs may disappoint the 
historian who hopes to find close descriptions of the inner experiences 
and thoughts of the combatant. Yet Brian Sandberg rightly points out 
in Chapter 7 that many of these early texts nonetheless breathe strong 
emotions that must have thoroughly moved the soldier’s heart: pride and 
respect for the honourable deeds of themselves and their superiors, rever-
ence and awe for the historical military events they witnessed, comradeship, 
religious zeal, fear for the divine, a strong awareness of the temporality of 
human life and fame. Moreover, the factuality, the accounting of numbers 
of shots and dead and wounded, the distances marched, the accounting 
of booty and horses, these elements all seem to derive from a love for 
order and control.33 The tendency to count, organise and schematise, to 
explain the technical details with professional pride, a love of professional 
control that is also observed by Lisa De Boer in Chapter 11. She notes 
that seventeenth- century birds-eye views of battlefields, could perhaps be 
interpreted as a way of dealing with the utterly chaotic character of the real 
battlefield, the turmoil of shouts, sounds, smoke, dust and corpses, the 
multi-sensory and emotional experiences related to that space.
According to Harari, the terseness of sixteenth-century soldiers’ mem-
oirs is connected to the absence of a ‘modern self ’. Modern authors of mil-
itary memoirs define the self by describing personal development through 
life experiences.34 One could also argue that the cultural context of emo-
tional expression defines the content of what it communicates more than 
we used to believe. In soldiers’ writings the focus on heroism and mascu-
line ideals of honour and courage appears to persist over time, apparently 
disregarding the development of sentimentalism and critical introspection 
in civil and religious communities. The terseness of Renaissance military 
memoirs should perhaps be explained not by the absence of a ‘modern 
self ’ but rather as an inevitable part of the soldier’s identity. The long tra-
dition of soldiers’ writing dictates the communication of fearlessness and 
other empowering masculine ideals that tend to suppress some emotions: 
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fear, feelings of senselessness, disgust, personal grief, and underscore oth-
ers such as the love for the fatherland, courage and a fighting spirit. The 
letters of soldiers of the revolutionary French army cited by Germani in 
Chapter 9, bear witness to the impassioned revolutionary élan they had 
apparently internalised completely.35
Letters, memoirs and chronicles by soldiers thus are inherently emo-
tional even if they do not express or discuss emotions explicitly. We 
see how conventions of genre strictly define what emotions should be 
expressed and which should not. While the term emotional ‘regime’ still 
stresses the disciplinary character of emotional cultures, we agree with 
Gammerl, Scheer and others that emotional norms and practices rather 
define emotional ‘styles’ and that these styles are embodied and uncon-
sciously appropriated through a process of socialisation.36
The question remains, of course, whether sixteenth- and seventeenth- 
century combatants had other emotions than the ones they describe. 
Harari discusses the fact that a few exceptional experiential and emotional 
passages can be found in renaissance military memoirs as well. From this 
he concludes that other narrative models were available to soldiers and 
that they could have written differently. Yet apparently they deliberately 
chose to do otherwise.37 The requests of the maimed soldiers studied 
by Marc Stoyle also suggest that soldiers could write emotionally about 
their combat experiences if secondary gain was to be had from it. In their 
requests for pensions Civil War veterans extensively describe their suffer-
ing and distress during sieges and combats.38
There is reason to believe, however, that emotions are not part of 
our consciousness as long as they are not caught in words or behav-
iour. William Reddy argued that emotional expressions (emotives) orga-
nise the experience and bring thoughts and feelings that were present 
but outside awareness into consciousness.39 Reddy believes that there 
are ‘kinds of thought that lie “outside” of language’, but as soon as we 
speak about our emotions they ‘come into a peculiar, dynamic relation-
ship with what we say about them’.40 According to Scheer’s notion of 
emotional practice and experience, ‘an emotion without a medium for 
experience cannot be described as one’, in other words: we have to take 
into account first the embodied practice of an emotion before we can talk 
about emotional experiences at all.41 If we agree with Reddy and Scheer, 
this means that we should appreciate soldiers’ emotions in their writing 
for what they are and at the same time be aware that the conventions of 
genre dictate what emotions are at stake.
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Meanwhile, not every author is as consequent in the observation of 
genre rules. The same must have been true for living up to military norms 
and ideals in real life. Even if we agree that emotions are embodied and 
not always part of a subject’s conscious reflection, we also see that emo-
tions in the military and on the battlefield represented a ‘domain of effort’ 
in which there may have been an enormous variance between emotional 
standards and the extent to which individuals managed to conform to 
them.42 Moreover, the authors of the eye-witness accounts and ego- 
documents analysed by Füssel, Germani and Sandberg moved from one 
space to the other and usually were members of more than one social 
community. Sometimes a multiplicity of emotional styles therefore made 
up the expression of an individual battle experience on paper, all of these 
styles being authentic and ‘true’ at the time.
In the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth century military men 
(at first mainly officers but some lower-rank soldiers as well) slowly started 
to describe their experience from a more personal point of view. A water-
shed in the history of the genre is perhaps the famous memoirs of the Swiss 
mercenary Ulrich Bräker (1735–1798), ‘the Poor man of Toggenburg’ 
explored by Marian Füssel in Chapter 8. Bräker is not just unique in his 
closely described flesh-witnessing, but also in his critical questioning of 
warfare in general. As far as we can see, Bräker’s account may be the first 
soldier’s memoir in which honour and pride are not the foregrounded 
emotions. Bräker also seems to be the first memoirist who admits that he 
is (temporarily) fed up with the business of war.
Bräker’s disillusion did not become a widely shared new attitude to 
war. To the contrary, during the radical phase of the French Revolution, 
the focus upon self-sacrifice and stoicism in the face of death, and love of 
la patrie was practiced more fervently than ever before. The traditional 
notions of military honour and glory returned to the fore. Germani in 
Chapter 9 shows that even common soldiers’ writings reveal that they 
were deeply influenced by revolutionary ideology. Nevertheless, close 
scrutiny of the sources reveals that not all battlefield experiences fit-
ted in that revolutionary format. In his memoirs one canonnier Bricard 
described his misery in March 1793 when he learned that his brother, 
for whom he had been looking for days without food or sleep, was dead. 
‘Existence was hateful to me,’ he wrote, ‘separated forever from a brother, 
from a friend; reduced to the most extreme misery, half naked, having no 
change of shirt and covered in vermin.’43
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The emotional culture of soldiers seems to have gained complexity 
by 1800. Both the fatherland and the family had become demanding 
subjects of the soldier’s love and pride, and perhaps soldiers had become 
more aware of the emotional conflicts they faced, wrestling with their 
inner cowardice, their fears and shame.
imagination
The battlefield always appealed to the public imagination. Great battles 
were commemorated in songs and paintings, their enormous scale and 
complex organisation mapped in birds-eye views. Newsprints reported on 
their dramatic development and outcomes in seemingly exact numbers 
of fired cannon balls, battlefield deaths and wounded combatants as well 
as the estimated value of the material losses. The planned storming of a 
besieged city would attract thousands of spectators in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. The imagined fierceness of the fighting induced 
awe, the death of a hero public mourning. Most early modern public 
media would appeal to the hunger of the audience for the sensational, for 
the smell of blood and gunsmoke and for heroism. Yet in the course of the 
eighteenth century the positive appreciation of the image of the battlefield 
came under pressure. More and more, the audience became aware of the 
discrepancy between the view from a distance and the chaos and terror of 
direct experience. Did eye-witnesses perhaps feel an inability to express 
their feelings, whereas the spectators hungered for the unreachable ‘real’ 
and for ever more sensation? One of the problems for both parties was the 
growing appreciation of more intimate emotions, often characterised as 
‘feminine’, that destabilised old military virtues like honour and courage. 
How could the realities of war be accommodated within this culture of 
sensibility and the expectations of a new civic-patriotic morale?
In Part III, the evocation of emotions in the intended audience is 
central, as well as the ways this evocation was effectuated through genre, 
techniques, style, image and ‘vocabulary’. Emotions concerning the battle-
field as they are represented in the media are distanced from the battlefield 
in time and space, and re-contextualised socially and artistically. Some of 
these representations conceive of an inner experience or an emotional self of 
the soldier in combat, whereas other texts and images represent the battle-
field in a more rational, impersonal or emotionally detached way. Inspired 
by Reddy’s definition of emotives as self-exploring and self- altering emo-
tional speech acts, we would like to distinguish two instances of the ‘pro-
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duction’ of battlefield emotions in art and literature. On the one hand, 
the emotions described or depictured in a piece of art can be considered 
emotional claims of the speaking subject; on the other, we will consider the 
(un)intended effect of these images, the emotions evoked in the minds of 
readers and spectators. Also the interaction between author or artist and 
audience shapes an emotional community with its own rules and dynamics.
Literary and artistic reflections on the battlefield served processes of 
multi-directional communication between the military and civil soci-
ety. Literary writings on war experiences, for instance, often have served 
the legitimation of the battle or the author’s role or experiences in it.44 
Secondly, eye-witnesses feel a need to share their experiences and to bond 
with their home communities or families. Literature and art can often 
be seen as attempts to bridge the experiential gap between citizens and 
the military, by making the soldier’s professional behavioural codes on 
the battlefield emotionally perceptible to a more general public, although 
wartime literature of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century also 
provides many examples of representations which consciously keep the 
horror of war experiences at a safe distance.45 Moreover, literary and artis-
tic forms of battlefield representations have influenced military strategy 
itself. The image of war as theatre (‘the theatre of war’) has enabled us to 
‘see’ the battlefield as a surveyable stage with a director (the general), who 
controls the performances of his actors (the soldiers),46 whereas theatrical 
re-enactments invite citizens to imagine themselves as part of the exotic 
world of the military.47
In the various chapters many questions arise about the processes of 
representation and imagination of the battlefield experience. For instance, 
Lisa De Boer in Chapter 11 asks whether we should consider textual and 
visual explorations of battlefield emotions in art as attempts to order some-
thing that is in fact chaotic in nature. The birds-eye views of battles and 
sieges in pre-1700 engravings seem to present military actions as a paragon 
of rational order. The confrontation of artistic and military ‘ways of seeing’ 
also brought about more destabilising effects on the aesthetics of battlefield 
art. Valerie Mainz discusses such effects in Chapter 12 about the belli-
cose emotions that undermined the neoclassical ideals of beauty in France. 
The arguments used by art critics to condemn these emotions were diverse 
however. Diderot, for instance, praised the spectacle of battle painting and 
the extraordinary feelings of the beholder, like fear and commiseration, but 
he criticised the routine of painters like Loutherborg, whose work would 
not ground in any personal observation of the battlefield. Later on, critics 
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would rather appreciate paintings like David’s Les Sabines (1799), which 
depicted the moment of ceasefire instead of battle, highlighting emotions 
like despair, grief, horror and entreaty. This new type of battle piece was 
clearly pacifist and charged with an emotional aversion of war.
Textual and visual representations of the battlefield often confront us 
with a friction between closeness and distance of individual emotions. The 
social distance between citizens and the military was reflected in abstract 
or even satirical depictions of soldierly emotions in art. In the late eigh-
teenth century, there was also a growing tension between ‘official’ media 
representations of battle and the ‘unofficial’ soldiers’ stories, as we will 
see in Chapter 9 by Ian Germani. Philip Shaw looks into this tension in 
Chapter 13, discussing the difficult position of painters, who had to deal 
with conflicting ways of ‘seeing’ battles and the emotions related to this 
conflict. Some of these painters worked for the royal court. With print-
makers and art critics they established an emotional habitus of pro-war 
sentiment sanctioned by royal officials. The huge battle painting by De 
Loutherbourg of the Battle of Valenciennes, which was so heavily criticised 
by Diderot, was a product of royal patronage. A copy of it ‘Dedicated, 
by permission, to His Majesty’ was widely circulated and reproduced by 
subscription in printed form. The print glorifies the battle as a theatrical 
spectacle, highlighting the glory of the British heroes. The royal regula-
tion of emotional responses to war sought to deny emotions ‘not suited 
to the public tranquillity’, like the brutalities of war depicted by artists like 
William Hodge.
In the course of the eighteenth century citizens manifested an ever- 
growing fascination with war journalism and the details of war acts. This 
fascination also fostered an increased production and circulation of mate-
rial objects that could be collected as souvenirs and memorabilia such 
as ribbons, engraved tobacco boxes and so on, as discussed by Marian 
Füssel in Chapter 8. Cheap media and collectable memorabilia allowed the 
broader public to engage with the imagination about the military and the 
 battlefield. The explosive production of collectable souvenirs suggests that 
there was a growing emotional impact of military events.48
The imagined battlefield in the public sphere of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries was in many cases an idealised battlefield. Horror, 
pain and the killing itself, as well as the emotions related to that darker 
side of battle, often remained invisible and hidden, or they were framed 
as  dissident sentiments, contrary to the prevailing emotional regime. 
Censorship in the eighteenth century, however, could no longer avoid 
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those dissident emotions becoming part of the public reflections on war, 
as discussed in the chapters by Füssel, Germani and Shaw. The battle-
field dissident himself, the deserter, who remained unheard for a very 
long time, suddenly became a public figure, like Ulrich Bräker, the ‘Poor 
man of Toggenburg’. Bräker’s outspoken battle account of the Battle of 
Lowositz on 1 October 1752 not only describes the turmoil of battle, but 
also his disgust, fear, agony and finally his relief when he escaped. It is with 
Bräker’s dishonourable decision to leave the Prussian battlefield that we 
conclude this Introduction, opening the debate on this multiple appear-
ances of bodies, practices, expressions and understandings of early modern 
battlefield emotions:
So I first slunk in slow-march time a little towards this left side, through the 
vines. A few Prussians were still rushing past me. ‘Come on, brother! Come 
on!’ they were saying: ‘To Victory!’ I never let on, but made as if I was 
slightly wounded and continued to make gradual progress; I was scared stiff, 
I must admit. But as soon as I’d got so far no one could see me any more, 
doubled, trebled, quadrupled, quintupled, sextupled my steps, looked to 
left and right like a huntsman, still saw away in distance—for the last time 
in my life—wholesale murder; then in full gallop I skirted a small wood that 
lay full of dead hussars, pandours and horses, ran full tilt down towards the 
river and now found myself in a dell.49
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